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We are YELA Lighting, the new light in town in the field of LED 
lighting! We are the brand of LEDSign, the specialist in the field 
of LED lighting, illuminated signs, light measurements and lighting 
solutions. With the knowledge and experience of LEDSign, YELA 
Lighting stands strong and distinctive in the market in the field of 
creating atmospheric experiences and providing professional lighting 

solutions.

We are a new and innovative brand with sustainable products of 
high quality. We believe in the power of ambiance and experience 
through the right lighting solutions. Whether it is interior or exterior, 
YELA Lighting puts the focus on designing and delivering a unique 

experience and the right ambiance with LED lighting.

YELA Lighting is going to revolutionize the conventional lighting 
concept and turn this into a modern, innovative and stylish concept. 
In addition, we will create a pleasant atmosphere and the ultimate 
lighting experience for our customers by using SMART, energy-

efficient and durable luminaires.

YELA Lighting, the creating comfort brand!

CREATING COMFORT



3FASE TRACK SPOTS

3FASE TRACK SPOTS
Your lighting needs to be both functional and 
atmospheric. By using a track you will get the 
flexibility to combine various light sources. In 

addition, you can easily adjust your lighting when 
you  change the set up in your room.



AR111 SERIE

AR111 SERIE
With the AR111 serie, you can aim the focal point 

on exactly where you want the attention. This 
high quality spot will make every luxurious 

appearance come to life. For the right 
atmosphere experience, we also offer the AR111 

serie in dim to warm.



AR70 SERIE

From functional to atmospheric, with the AR70 
dim to warm spots you can easily change the 

lighting temperature and at the same time create 
an atmospheric experience at any time of the day.

AR70 SERIE



SPOTS

SPOTS
Whether it is at home, in the store, in the office 

space and/or meeting room or in every imaginable 
space, these LED spots can be used to create the 

right atmosphere. Thanks to their simple assembly 
method, these spots can be installed quickly to 

make your room look furnished in an atmospheric 
illuminated space. For the right atmosphere 

experience, we also have these spots in the dim to 
warm version.



MODULES
Do you want to replace your traditional lighting 

with a sustainable and energy-efficient LED 
lighting? If this is the case, then using our LED 
modules is the right choice! Fast, simple and for 
a small investment, you are periodically able to 
earn back your energy costs, while maintaining 

the look and feel of our well-known 
halogen lamp.

MODULES



FLEX STRIPS

The FLEX strips can no longer be ignored. Almost 
every lighting project requires FLEX strips to 

create the right atmosphere and experience. From 
single color to RBGW, we can give you the right 

advice.

FLEX STRIPS



DOWNLIGHTERS

YELA Lighting’s Downlighters are available in 
a variety of diameters, light beams and Kelvin 

colors, whereby with the assistance of expert 
advice, you will experience the appropriate and 

turnover-enhancing lighting plan.

DOWNLIGHTERS



LINEAR TRACK SERIE

Chic, modern and multifunctional, in other words 
the Linear track series! Thanks to the technology 

of the track system, you can easily combine 
different luminaires such as spotlights and light 
lines, making it possible to adjust your lighting 

plan and create a new atmosphere in no time.

LINEAR TRACK SERIE



WALL LIGHTS

Create an elegant atmosphere with a stylish 
eyecatcher on the wall. The wall lamps can 
also be used as outdoor decor for a very 
luxurious look while providing a better 

protection against burglaries.

WALL LIGHTS



TUBE TRACK 

Dare to be different! Draw attention with creative 
shapes, combine functionality with playfulness 
and experience the ultimate light experience!

TUBE TRACK



DESIGN PANELS 

Make your standard ceiling system a special and 
appealing ceiling that will attract everyone’s 
attention. With the Hollow design panels, you 

will create a playful, functional and sustainable 
look, while the experience panels takes you to a 

complete different world.

DESIGN PANELS
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YELA LIGHTING BELIEVES 

IN THE POWER OF 

ATMOSPHERE AND EXPERIENCE 

BY MAKING USE OF THE RIGHT 

LIGHTING SOLUTION 
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